Aquadiagnostics Water Research and Technology Centre Ltd. (AWRTC)
No. 57, 1st Floor, Om Shakthi Complex,
GB Palya, Hosur Main Road
Bangalore 560068

Kind attention: Dr. Muralidhara Rao

This letter is to inform you that Aquadiagnostics Water Research and Technology Centre Ltd. (AWRTC) is approved to perform testing to WQA India Microbiological Standard protocol for evaluation of drinking water treatment devices. An auditor from WQA, USA has performed an audit of AWRTC for performing testing to Microbiological Standard protocol on the behalf of Water Quality India Association. The working relationship and agreement between WQA USA and WQA India is such that it allows WQA USA to perform the audit and approve this laboratory as a product testing facility for the purpose of WQA India product certification program. The laboratory audit was performed on 19th June 2015 and laboratory proved its competence to perform testing according to the India Micro standard protocol through the evidence of adequate documentation, test bench set up and proper equipments.

President,
Water Quality India Association